It is becoming clear that the field of immunology is approaching a paradigm shift. It is agreed by most researchers that the immune system is a complex system both in its composition and its behavior. However, the most popular ideas of immune function treat the immune system in a mechanistic and reductionist manner. According to the clonal selection theory the immune system’s function is to defeat pathogens. The immune system identifies foreign antigens and destroys them. The identification of the foreign is made possible by removing, in the immune system’s prenatal development, all receptors that recognize self. Anything that an immune receptor identifies “must be the enemy” [1]. Countering this mainstream view are a growing number of voices that state the need to change the clonal selection theory or discard it, claiming that such a simplistic appraisal of the immune system’s function and mode of action is untenable because, at the molecular level, we are closely related to the pathogens that invade us. There is a need to consider the immune system as an integrative system with the ability to see patterns and understand context [2,3]. It is in the context of this argument about the immune system that we present our theory of cognitive systems and claim that the immune system should be seen as such a cognitive system.

The phrase “cognitive system” is used in many fields to describe the various faculties that we and other organisms use to perceive and interact with the world. Despite its widespread use, the phrase “cognitive systems” has not yet been defined in a way that can be applied to all of the cases in which it is used.

We suggest the following criterion to differ between cognitive and noncognitive systems: In cognitive systems the perceptual sensitivities of the system are not preordained only by the plan of the system but need an interaction with their environment to define the system’s exact sensitivities.
We propose a theory of the general underlying principles of cognitive systems, their perception regarding the environment, and the way in which they deal with the complex patterns their environments present. This is essentially divided into two phases—a phase of priming (top of Figure 1), in which the system defines the general properties of its environment that it knows and a phase of specific interaction (bottom of Figure 1), in which the cognitive system utilizes its knowledge of the general properties to interact with specific encounters with its environment. These phases are not necessarily chronological by nature and happen with each interaction of the cognitive system with its environment.

Cognitive systems are innately built with a tendency toward perceiving certain aspects of the environment. These tendencies are such that they cause the cognitive systems to be receptive toward seeing certain general properties of the environment and examples that embody them. However, the cognitive system will only acquire general properties that are corroborated in its initial interactions with the environment. The definition of general properties by cognitive systems is something that is not completely predetermined but rather defined through interaction with the environment; the environment’s reinforcement is what defines the final set of general properties that the cognitive system uses to know its environment. The general properties are an important aspect of the shape space,¹ and so they are encountered often in meaningful interactions with the shape space. Examples of such properties which are both generic for and

¹Protein shape space is an analogy commonly used to describe a vector space, in which every point describes a configuration of the protein [4]. We will use this in a more general way to describe the vector space of the various cognitive modalities.

In the above figure we explain our theory on cognitive systems, utilizing for this purpose examples from vision, language and the immune system. The figure shows the two phases encompassing cognitive perception.
ubiquitous to the relevant environment, are extremely beneficial in learning the environment. As such we will call them “useful examples.”

Through specific interactions and based on the previous tendencies of the system certain general properties are corroborated by “useful examples” of these properties appearing in the environment. This corroboration leads to the formation of an achieved set of representations in the system. Specific encounters with the environment start with a deconstruction via a detection of similarities to the useful examples, embodied in the achieved set. After this detection there is a refitting and fine tuning to the specific elements of the event. Having identified the specific elements of the event, there is now a reconstruction of the event together with an association to other contextual factors to a functional/meaningful event that can be appropriately reacted to and added to the memory of the system. (The two phase are chronologically mingled; both happen simultaneously. Every encounter is a specific encounter even while the cognitive system is still building its understanding of the general properties. Also in many cognitive systems it is not clear if the process of defining new general properties ever comes to a complete stop. “Young” cognitive systems are less fluent in working with the general properties, and it is harder to teach an “old” cognitive system new tricks, but all interactions with the environment have elements of both phases.)

In this discussion of cognitive systems, we will start with the visual system. Visual systems are built according to the niche in which they are used. A bee’s view of flowers is different from ours. The limits of sensitivity to wavelength and contrast are to a great extent built in. However, seeing is not merely a matter of light sensitivity. We see because we have learned how to do so; we know what things to “look” for and what they mean. This knowledge is an understanding of the natural context of vision and the general properties of the visual stimulus that we encounter.

As an example, take a look at Figure 2 where our knowledge will not help us.

A painting from the brush of Salvador Dali, this picture shows how complicated it is to know what we are looking at when we do not have the natural context to tell us what we should look for. The title may give you a hint, “Apparition of a Face and Fruit Dish on a Beach.” Once we reveal that the “apparition” hides the figure of a dog, it is doubtful if you could ever again look at this picture without seeing man’s best friend. Our preknowledge is not of specific aspects of every stimulus but rather of their general properties. The knowledge of the general properties of visual stimuli is not something that we are born with; rather, it is acquired through the natural exposure to the environment. The process starts with the natural visual tendencies of the visual apparatus and the innate bias that we are born with toward certain things, such as complex stimuli and movement; however, these innate aspects are not enough. Given this tendency, the visual system, in its first stages of development, builds up the tools that later will allow the act of vision.

The need for this priming stage and the existence of a critical period for its occurrence is easily seen in people who have had blocked corneas from infancy.

Such people, if their cornea is removed too late, will remain functionally blind; for although they can react to light, they cannot resolve the images they see [5] (much like living in a painting by Dali). In those of us free to see the world, the process of learning the general properties is unsupervised and is based on the existence of useful examples for the general properties of naturally encountered visual stimuli.

The general properties are those things that are both ubiquitous to the different stimuli and appear in many different meaningful contexts. In vision these would be things such as edges or regularities of scale [6]. Their high frequency and usefulness very naturally cause their corroboration, until eventually we have a visual system with an achieved set of representations based on the “useful examples” (stage 1 in Figure 1). This “achieved set” is what enables, from then on, the resolution of visual stimuli: the deconstruction and reconstruction of the second stage, which allows the acquiring of the proper functional understanding of the image and memory.

Vision starts with the general properties of the image rather than its particulars. In our representation this is the phase of detection (second half of Figure 1). Sight, as opposed to taking a picture,
is done while knowing what the important things in the image are. Edges, movement, and other “eye catching” things tell the visual system where to look. Once this phase of detection and deconstruction is done, the visual system can refit to the particular image it is dealing with and can associate it to the current context. This gives the stimulus meaning and achieves a functional image, while widening the knowledge of the visual world via memory.

The fact that our visual ability is based on and inseparable from our perception of the general properties of visual stimuli can easily be seen in the kinds of illusions that fool us. Movies, animation, and paintings are all only good copies of natural images in the sense that they capture the general properties of the visual world.

Note the different scales involved in the two phases that we have discussed so far regarding vision. The first stage, the stage of priming and obtaining the achieved set, is a stage that responds to some external input, but does so in a duration orders of magnitude longer than the time needed to process new input once the system is fully functional. Moreover, the second stage, specific interaction, is a continuous process going on all the time, whereas the first stage is a once in a lifetime opportunity. It takes a long time to put together an organism, but, once it exists, the organism has to use its mechanisms immediately.

One cognitive system where this separation in time is clearly seen is in the development of language in children. As infants and children, we learn to speak, and it is a long and laborious process. However, once language is acquired, when we add new words to our vocabulary, learning them and their correct use is something that we can do almost instantaneously. We will deal with only one aspect of the acquisition of language—the learning of correct syntactic combinations—how we know the correct order of words that make a meaningful sentence. This step is made possible by the previous stages of auditory and cognitive development, which are influenced by various innate and learned biases. The exact amount of learned and innate influence is the scene of many an argument in the cognitive sciences that we will not go into [7]. In any case, it is obvious that at the stage of syntactic development the language system already has a “tendency” that sets the stage for the learning of syntactic combination. This can be seen in the fact that the learning of sentence formation is always preceded, in children, by a stage of rapid growth in vocabulary or “vocabulary explosion,” that brings about the creation of the vocabulary necessary for syntactic combinations [8].

In studies concerning the use of intransitive and transitive verbs in syntactic combinations, in parents’ conversations with their children, it was seen that parents use a very small subset of verbs at a very high frequency when talking to their children. Words such as want, come, go, and make account for a high fraction of the verbs used in parental conversation. All these high-frequency verbs are very general, have uses that are almost empty semantically, and can be said to be generic of the verb subcategories to which they belong. In return, all the first verbs used by children are drawn from this group of verbs (though individually each child’s first verb need not be the most commonly said word of his parent). Further, once the first verbs are learned in a certain syntactic construction, the speed of learning other verbs in the same syntactic construction, but not necessarily in other constructions, is greatly enhanced. This could be indicative of a scenario where the child learns the first 2 or 3 examples, after which the others are greatly facilitated (Reference 9 and Figure 3).

In effect, because of the shape space of languages, in the course of normal conversation, children are exposed to the useful example of the different types of syntactic combinations and the correct use of language. The first words are very common and have many uses (they embody various ideas). In this fashion the useful examples of language are corroborated, bringing about the formation of an achieved set of representations that greatly facilitates the latter identification of similarities to the use-
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**Figure 3.** Cumulative number of different verbs in V0 and SVO word combinations produced by a subject as a function of age [9].
ful examples and the formation of correct functional syntactic combinations.

The studies mentioned above deal with the learning of intransitive verb-dependent combinations and of transitive verbs in verb–object (VO) and subject–verb–object (SVO) relations. The view of the first examples as useful examples is further strengthened by the fact that the first words learned are easily seen to be generic of some relation of the speaker to the world. In learning intransitive verbs children deal with animate objects, and the first few verbs spoken in word combinations (i.e., learned) always cover categories both of active (come, go) and passive/static (fall, sleep) relations [9]. VO syntactic combinations are learned before SVO. The improvement in one syntactic combination is separate from the improvement in the other. In 13 of 16 children, the Hebrew verb “raza” (want) was one of the first VO verbs (and if not, it was generally the first SVO verb). In VO, 84.4% of first utterances were requests, whereas in SVO 25.9% were requests and 44.4% were descriptions of creation or consumption of objects. In learning both syntactic combinations what is being learned, along with the correct use of VO and SVO, are useful examples of the child’s relation to alienable objects (things that can be part of me or not part of me). The child is learning to add, remove, or maintain objects in his “personal space” [10] and in essence is acquiring an achieved set of representations to deal with objects and their abstract reflections.

The statistical shape of language is such that when speaking to those who do not speak, we will use those words that are useful examples and enable the cognitive task of learning. Languages are “built” so that when talking in simple language to children, we will corroborate the general properties of correct speech and sentence formation, thus enabling the acquisition of language. Possibly, we have here also evidence for the priming phase of the most cognitive of modalities: our ability to exercise abstract thoughts. Together with the general properties of language, we see here that children learn useful examples of the mental interaction with alienable objects and define some of the general properties of abstract thought.

Having shown how our theory works in systems, commonly agreed upon to be cognitive, we come now, finally, to the immune system. It is in treating the immune system as cognitive that we believe that our theory is most controversial and also of the greatest benefit compared with the present paradigm, the clonal selection theory. We hope to show, citing various sources of contemporary research, that present knowledge of the immune system and its interaction with the antigenic/molecular patterns of our body calls for the treatment of the immune system as a cognitive system.

The immune system has an ability to identify specific events and changes in the body. The immune system’s environment is the body. It interacts on the cellular/molecular level. To do this, it has many types of cells as well as effector and signaling substances, many of which are yet to be identified and understood. However, in general the population of cells that make the immune system can be characterized as the populations of cells known as lymphocytes. The two most important groups of lymphocytes are called B cells and T cells.

Both of these cell families have a unique ability the create receptors, which, though they all originate from the same genetic material, use different combinations of this material to create an immense variability in their final form. The shape of the receptor, which like all proteins is based on the sequence of a certain gene, implies the shape and type of molecule that will activate the receptor. Therefore, this genetic variability gives the immune system the potential ability to have receptors that can identify a near infinite number of molecular shapes. The molecules that immune receptors identify are commonly known as antigens. The region within the antigen to which they attach is known as an epitope. A single antigen may have several different epitopes.

The receptors of B cells identify extracellular substances. The receptors of T cells identify intracellular substances by interacting with specialized antigen-presenting proteins known as major histocompatibility complex (MHC) receptors [11], which are expressed on the surface of every one of the body’s cells. MHCs present fragments of intracellular proteins, in effect mirroring the internal state of the cell. Together, T cells and B cells can identify most intra- and extracellular substances. The immune system’s identification and reaction to a pathogen or other immune events is dependent on mutual reaction by both T cells and B cells to that event [12].

In trying to fit the immune system to our theory of cognitive systems, we are making a remark on the kind of receptor repertoire that the immune system forms out of its potential variability.

The potential repertoire of receptors is immense, between 1011 for B cells and 1016 for T cells [4]. Because (in mice) the immune system contains only about 106 of each of the types of cells and every single cell has only one type of receptor, it is obvious that the actual repertoire is smaller. If the immune system were to have a repertoire built of every potential receptor it can generate, then in a rat, for example, this would necessitate having a spleen 70 times the size of the rat’s entire body [13]. What kind of repertoire actually exists, and what factors are important in its formation?

As we mentioned above, immunology is in the midst of a paradigm shift. There is an especially widespread debate on the way in which the immune system differentiates between the molecular patterns of the body and foreign pathogens [3]. We will not go into all aspects of this discussion. In plain words, the current textbook outlook on immunity, the clonal selection theory, states that anything that an immune cell receptor identifies is a foreign pathogen. According to the clonal selection theory, this state of affairs is brought about in the following way: During embryonic development immune cells are created randomly, each reactive to a different antigen. Those
cells bearing receptors that bind to self-antigens at a certain level of affinity or above are eliminated. This is known as negative selection. At the end of this process any receptors that remain can only be activated by foreign pathogens [1,14].

This is a classical reductionist theory that is extremely elegant and simple. It explains how we create a repertoire, which on the one hand can identify pathogens and yet does not react falsely with our body’s molecular patterns. It is also a very mechanistic way of viewing the workings of the immune system. One major implication of this theory is that autoimmunity—the reaction of immune receptors to self antigens—is something that exists only as a pathology and never in a properly functioning immune system or a healthy body. Even if we were not about to show that the immune system works like a cognitive system, there is a major problem with this theory. The elimination of self-repertoire completely ignores other functions of the immune system that are essentially involved with self, such as wound healing and combating cancer [2,15].

Several generally known aspects of immune detection, agreed on even by the most ardent supporters of the clonal selection theory, seem to imply that the immune system is working as a cognitive system: First, the need for costimulation of B cells and T cells for immune reaction [12], and second, the fact that B cells are reacting to extracellular information, whereas T cells react to intracellular information. Together these appear to imply an immune reaction to patterns and context.

Treating the immune system as a cognitive system, the idea of building a repertoire in the way suggested by the clonal selection theory becomes less plausible. The immune system’s environment is built completely of cells both endogenous and exogenous, which at the time of encounter are residing in the body. Also, all of this cellular and viral life is built of similar building blocks. There is no intrinsic molecular signal that differentiates between the organic substances of our body and those of other organisms. Removing all receptors to self amounts to removing all receptors to all of the things that are common to all cellular life. Building a system that needs to recognize the important aspects of this environment but is blind to the general properties (which are those things that are ubiquitous in the environment) is like building a human visual system that can not become aware of edges.

We are suggesting a model of the immune system as a cognitive system. This implies several things about the way the immune system is primed and how it detects its environment (see Figure 1). As we showed for vision and language, the priming of the system and building of the achieved set of representations starts by fulfilling innate systemic biases or tendency. In this case, this would probably be a genetically transferred tendency to present certain protein examples that are used to build the receptor repertoires. These useful examples would, as in vision and language, be examples of the general properties of the living molecular environment. They should, therefore, be examples of self that cause a positive selection of receptors with at least some minimal affinity to these examples.

We would, therefore, expect to find that, from the first randomly generated stock of receptors, the adult repertoire of immune receptors are created by a combination of positive and negative selection using specific molecular examples of self.

Part of the reason that the clonal selection theory is being forced to change is that positive selection is apparently important for the creation of the mature repertoires in both B cells and T cells [16,17]. This is especially evident in T cells. One form of positive selection is agreed on for T cells, even by the clonal selection theory. T cells must have a minimal affinity for at least one self antigen—MHC receptors—if they are to function. However it appears that the recognition of self-MHCs is not the only kind of self-recognition that is necessary for proper T-cell development, in fact the proteins nested in the MHCs, while selection is in process, affect the positive selections outcome [18]. Further, it has been shown, using genetic engineering techniques, that an immune system built with fewer kinds of fragments presented by MHCs, within the context of positive selection, will have a less diverse T-cell repertoire [18]. The selection of T cells within certain boundaries of affinity to MHC receptors and the fact that MHC receptors only present the fragments of certain proteins [11], together show a possible mechanism by which the immune system creates an important bias toward a certain population of examples while creating the repertoire of receptors.

What are the “useful examples” presented by the MHCs bias? The exact types of proteins, fragments of which are presented by MHC, have not yet been characterized. However, let us consider, given a tendency, what would constitute the useful examples that are corroborated, and what is the environment for which they create an achieved set? As we mentioned before, the environment of the immune system is the body’s cellular life. Candidates for “useful examples” would have to have the following properties: they would have to be part of every cell; they would have to have been there all through the history of the development of the immune system for them to be such a major part of its function; they should be relevant in times of stress (or otherwise they cannot serve extreme conditions usually common in immune response).

Indeed, it is possible to find such a set. The set corresponds to a group of antigens Cohen has named “homuncular antigens” [2], and all belong to a group called housekeeping or maintenance proteins. Housekeeping proteins are essential in all cells, because they are responsible for ongoing energy metabolism, protein construction, and basic genetic manipulations.

One group of housekeeping proteins of special interest is called heat shock proteins (HSPs). HSPs are part of a larger group of proteins called chaperones, which are essential in correct protein construction and folding. HSPs help cells maintain the proper form (and function) of proteins in various
states of emergency and stress. The situations when HSPs are most expressed, emergency and stress, are also the ones where you may usually find immune response. That alone suffices to mark HSPs as useful examples to the immune system, but more than that, because states of emergency abound in all environments, HSPs are essential and are expressed in all cells. In fact, these proteins are ubiquitous in cells in times of stress and are highly preserved throughout evolution, from prokaryotes to multicellular organisms [19]. All this suggests HSPs to be part of the useful examples that build the achieved set through which detection is carried out.

Now that we have proposed this possible achieved set (the homuncular antigens), we can go on to the mechanism of detection. If the immune system behaves according to our suggested theory, we would expect several points of immune behavior. We have just shown that housekeeping genes in general and HSPs in particular would be good candidates as “useful examples,” which would imply that the immune system and its receptors would have a bias in its reaction to these proteins when reacting to the environment and performing immune functions. At least in HSPs this appears to be the case. Receptors to different types of endogenous and exogenous HSPs have been shown to be important to immune reaction. In Cohen and Young’s review of the immunological reaction to HSPs, they show that during almost any reaction to bacteria and parasites, the recognized antigen detected is a type of HSP [20]. In other immune activities, T cells reactive to specific self-proteins, for example, HSP60 and MBP (an essential factor in nervous tissue), have been shown to enhance the regeneration of skin and nerve tissue [21–24].

If the immune system is indeed working as a cognitive system, as we have described it, then the immune mechanisms of detection should include a means for the detection of the general properties of the environment along with a mechanism for refitting toward specific encounters. This should allow for the deconstruction and reconstruction of the immune “image.” Therefore, we are expecting an adult repertoire of receptors built to react degenerately, at a median level of affinity, to a few self-antigens. This repertoire will not change much during our lifetime. Along side this, we expect a repertoire of non-self-reactive receptors, which changes and evolves over time as the immune system encounters pathogens and evolves throughout our life.

Both T cells and B cells have adult receptor repertoires that are highly cross-reactive and react degenerately to self-antigens. These repertoires remain at a steady level throughout life [13,25]. B cells have an added ability: when activated by the innate immune repertoire, they start a process of fine tuning, known as affinity maturation [26], by which they create highly specific and accurate receptors that react to a specific antigens. In B cells we find a sharp distinction between a self-reactive repertoire, which remains permanent throughout life, and a changing population of receptors that is a result of the immune system’s interactions with different immune events [25]. B cells, while acquiring a growing repertoire toward specific pathogens, during the lifetime of the organism, maintain a permanent repertoire of cross-reactive receptors, possibly through interaction with the less changeable T-cell repertoire.

The stability of T-cell repertoires and fluidity of B-cell repertoires could very well be a way to allow the process of detection and refitting, while keeping focused on the achieved set of molecular life (homuncular antigens). The existence of self-reactive receptors does not mean that an autoimmune reaction of the immune system is something that happens in health. It means that such an occurrence is avoided, not through the lack of self-reactive immune receptors, but rather through their heavily controlled existence.

Although we have not described exact cellular mechanisms of detection and interaction, we feel that we have given enough of an argument to justify treating the immune system as a cognitive system.

The immune system’s ability to function is dependent on its understanding the environment in a cognitive manner and its ability to discern the complex patterns it encounters. The world of immune function is the body in which it resides. This is the source of the examples it uses to see the generalities of cellular life. These points imply a new outlook at the receptor repertoire of the immune system, which enables it to react to changing and unexpected patterns.

Our self is the source of examples, and yet in the end the immune system knows not to react to the patterns of self. This could be because the immune system has no receptors for self and so the immune system can not “see” it. We would suggest that this is not so, but rather the immune system has many receptors with a sensitivity for self; however, their interaction is such that it recognizes the patterns of self as what they are—the background on which the picture of immune events are painted. Self-immunity is the basis not the nemesis of immune function.

In closing, although we have used vision and language as examples to explain something about the immune system, still in doing so we have also put together principles that are at the base of all cognitive systems. These three systems are all different in their particular components and in the specific fashion in which they interact with their part of the environment. Still they all share the common traits of dealing with the specifics of their environment through an acquired sensitivity to the general properties of their environment. We would say that this is what makes them all cognitive systems.

Cognitive systems have the common trait of functioning in an existing environment constantly on the brink of change. Noncognitive systems are built with a limited hardwired perceptual ability capable of reacting to certain stimulants and no others. In cognitive systems, the existence of a built in (genetic) tendency promises the acquisi-
Cognitive understanding deals with specific things and the ability to recognize a great amount of the specific aspects of its environment. However, the ability to deal with all of the varying and changing aspects of the environment starts not from the specifics of the world but from generalities. First are learned the general metaphors, the useful examples of general properties, which are applicable in many different ways to the world. Once they are grasped, it is easy to apply them in many different ways to the world around us. The fact that generalities take on many different aspects is not a drawback to learning them. It is one of the main reasons they are learned first. We have dealt here with only three systems and only in a superficial manner; still, we are sure that studying other cognitive systems will show similar patterns. Furthermore, we believe that in studying cognitive systems discovering the nature of their useful examples and the general properties they represent will tell us much as to those systems basic function and abilities.
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